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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The severity of a patient’s medical condition, changing pharmacodynamics and
pharmacokinetics, and variability in medication highlight the importance of pharmacological
intervention by intensive care unit (ICU) specialized pharmacists.
Methods: Retrospective observations of ICU interventions (omission, changes in medicine, side
effects, changes in administration route and dosage, redundancy, and nutritional care) performed
between April 2017 and March 2018, determined by an interdisciplinary team (including a
specialized ICU pharmacist and a surgical intensivist) on their surgical ICU round, were analyzed.
Medicinal prescriptions were screened weekly during the surgical ICU round, and interventions were
made if any corrections were necessary. Two days later another team including a surgical intensivist,
a pharmacist, and a nutritionist evaluated the patients’ nutritional status (performed weekly).
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Results: In the 23-bed ICU, the average number of patients whose prescriptions were examined
was 22.38 per surgical round. There were 382 interventions made over 1 year, which was 9.68
interventions per day. The interventions were for nutritional care (161 cases, 42.2%), followed
by changes in administration route and dosage (94 cases, 24.6%), omission (59 cases, 15.5%),
redundancy (40 cases, 10.4%), changes in medicine (15 cases, 3.9%), and side effects (13 cases, 3.4%).
Conclusion: The conditions of patients admitted to ICU are typically unstable. Pharmacological
interventions suggested by a specialized pharmacist may help control the changing medical
condition of patients in ICU. A higher participation of pharmacists specialized in working in an
interdisciplinary ICU team-based system could lead to safer treatments.
Keywords: medication error, intensive care unit, pharmacists, surgical intensive care

Introduction

individual’s age and medical condition [2,3]. Medication errors
are inevitable even though physicians pay more attention

Patients are admitted to intensive care units (ICU) when they

to prescriptions for ICU patients, the necessity for screening

are in a critical condition requiring constant observation to

and intervention of prescriptions has long been emphasized

monitor vital signs and need specialized care for life support

[4]. Medication error may occur while managing rapidly

and organ failure. Invasive hourly monitoring procedures and

deteriorating or acutely exacerbating patients, by omitting

life support comprises of invasive mechanical ventilation,

some drugs, or mistaking administration routes, or dosage.

application of vasopressors, extracorporeal membrane

Not only can a pharmacist screen for and correct these

oxygenation, or continuous renal replacement therapy [1].

mistakes, but also use their professional knowledge about

Several medications are administered to a single patient

drug-drug interactions due to multidrug administration,

and the dosage of each medication differs according to an

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, in taking care of
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critically ill patients [5].

Results

Several medical centers already have pharmacists participate
in ICU rounds or work exclusively in ICU [6-10]. Some hospitals

Interdisciplinary rounds for the 23-bed surgical ICU were

have given positive feedback and the results of pharmacists’

performed every Tuesday and Thursday, and an average of

intervention on the prescription of drugs for ICU patients

22.38 patients’ prescriptions were examined on each day. The

[11-13]. Therefore, in this study, groups of pharmacists, and

total number of pharmacological interventions was 382 for a

nutritionists were asked to participate in multidisciplinary

year, which is about 9.7 interventions per day.

surgical ICU rounds with surgical intensivist from April 2017, to

Among the interventions made, the number of nutritional

review prescriptions. Here we report the incidence of medical

corrections was 161 (42.2%), changes in administration route

errors and interventions made through interdisciplinary

and dosage 94 (24.6%), prescription omission 59 (15.5%),

rounds.

prescription redundancy 40 (10.4%), changes in medicine 15
(3.9%), and changes due to side effects 13 (3.4%; Table 1). The
number of interventions decreased in the months where staff

Materials and Methods
A retrospective observational study of all the prescriptions
made for patients being treated in a surgical ICU (23-bed)

holidays were taken.

Table 1. Types of pharmacological interventions.

was conducted from April 2017 to March 2018. Patients in the

Details of Intervention

surgical ICU mainly required neurosurgery, general surgery,

Nutrition

No. of cases (%)
161

(41.6)

Administration route and dosage

94

(24.6)

Omission

59

(15.5)

participated in medical rounds with a surgical intensivist

Redundancy

40

(10.4)

every Tuesday (10:00 to 12:00). The pharmacist checked

Changes in medicine

15

(3.9)

Side effects

13

(3.4)

cardiac surgery, and a few patients required otolaryngology,
urology, obstetrics and gynecology, and internal medicine.
A pharmacist was assigned to work in the ICU, and

admission date, diagnoses, reason for admission to the ICU,
medications administered in the past week, laboratory results,
administration of drugs that required therapeutic drug
monitoring. Prescriptions were examined based on Order

Of the nutritional interventions, most of the cases (44/161,

Communicating System to evaluate if the medicines prescribed

27.3%) were for cases where there had been multivitamin

were optimal and the appropriate dosage and method of

or trace element omission for those who were nothing by

administration were being used. If there were any corrections

mouth (NPO) and required total parenteral nutrition. For

to be made (as observed during the surgical round), direct

41 cases (25.5%), the number of calories administered to a

contact was made by the surgical intensivist to the resident

patient was insufficient, while in 26 cases (16.1%) too many

in charge, to relay the information that an order needs to be

calories had been given. Some patients who thought to be in

modified, or that the surgical intensivist had already made the

a poor nutritional state had undergone serological testing for

modification.

vitamin and trace element including zinc, copper, manganese,

Another team including the surgical intensivist, a pharmacist,

selenium, and vitamin D levels. For those whose blood test

and a nutritionist evaluated the patient’s nutritional status

results were low in levels of vitamins or trace elements,

every Thursday (13:00 to 15:00). Both the pharmacist and the

supplements were prescribed (13 cases, 8.1%). There were 37

surgical intensivist were members of Nutritional Support Team

other cases for which the recommendation was electrolyte-

of the hospital.

free total parenteral nutrition solutions (for patients with a

A written report on the analysis of interventions was

severe, chronic electrolyte imbalance, or had been on amino

made which included the number of corrections, frequency,

acid or lipid-only nutritional admixtures), or discontinuation

and correction details (follow-up-monitoring was regularly

of antacids or proton pump inhibitors (for patients who started

performed to make sure that the interventions were reflected

oral feeding; Figure 1).

after the day of the initial correction). The details of the

Changes in administration route and dosage accounted for

intervention were classified in 6 categories: 1) Omission

94 cases, of which there were 30 (31.9%) for dose increments,

error, 2) changes and addition in medicine (for better

27 (38.7%) for changing routes of administration from injected

efficacy), 3) changes due to side effects, 4) nutritional care,

(any kind) to oral route, 21 (22.3%) for dose decrements, 7

5) administration route and dosage error, and 6) redundancy

(7.5%) for errors in administration routes (e.g., prescribing an

error.

inhalation drug for nasal administration, or prescribing a rectal
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Figure 1. Number of pharmacological interventions for nutritional
care.
TE = trace element; MV = multivitamin; others = electrolyte-free total
parenteral nutrition solutions or discontinuation of antacids or proton
pump inhibitors.

Figure 2. Number of pharmacological interventions for administration
route and dosage error.
IV = intravenous; PO = per oral.

Figure 3. Number of pharmacological interventions for an omission
error.
OP = post-operative; others = therapeutic drug monitoring levels or
adding diluting solution to the prescription.

Figure 4. Number of pharmacological interventions for a redundancy
error.
IV = intravenous; PO = per oral; PPI = proton-pump inhibitor; others
= prescribing both the 1st and 3rd generation cephalosporin occurred
or prescribing diluting solution for premixed medications.

capsule intended for oral route). There were 9 other cases

drugs which had the same active ingredients administered via

(9.6%) where a recommendation was made for the addition of

2 different routes (mostly intravenous and oral route). Several

medication due to an elevated liver function test result. The

drugs of similar effects were prescribed simultaneously:

prescription of metoclopramide was limited according to the

mucolytics, digestives, and both intravenous and oral proton

safety recommendation, or by adjusting administration timings

pump inhibitors, 6, 5, 4, cases respectively. There were 4 other

due to drug -drug interaction between almagate and other

cases where prescribing both the 1st and 3rd generation

drugs (Figure 2).

cephalosporin occurred, or prescribing diluting solution for

There were 59 omitted prescription cases including

premixed medications (Figure 4).

mucolytics for patients who were on mechanical ventilation
care (35, 59.4%), antacids to prevent stress-ulcers for patients
who were NPO, and patients receiving post-operative

Discussion

antibiotics. There were 6 others (10.2%) where it was
recommended that therapeutic drug monitoring levels or

Patients admitted to ICU need far more focused care and

adding diluting solution to prescription was checked (Figure 3).

frequent check-ups due to their critical health condition

There were 40 interventions for prescription redundancy.

[14]. Essential medications for ICU patients comprises of

The most common redundancy was prescribing both a proton

mucolytics (for those on mechanical ventilation or at high

pump inhibitor and a H2-blocker for stress ulcer prophylaxis

risk of atelectasis after waking from general anesthesia),

(15 cases, 37.5%). There were 6 cases (15.0%) of prescribing

or medications to prevent stress ulcers (for those who are
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critically and chronically ill, NPO for a long period of time,

or the same medication was prescribed 2 to 3 vials at a time.

or patients whose expected stay in ICU is lengthened) [15].

The study shows that doctors should be enlightened to the

Besides these considerations, the health status of ICU patients

importance and necessity of trace elements, and they also

is rapidly changing, for which health care workers should make

should be informed of the appropriate administration route

the appropriate adaptation. For example, if a patient is wearing

and dosage.

a nasogastric tube, drugs prepared in powder form i.e., tablets,
should be preferential over intravenous injections [16].

In changes of administration route and dosage, the most
common cases were correcting antibiotic doses according

Physicians pay more attention to critically ill patients and are

to creatinine clearance levels. However, recent studies have

willing to devote extra time into taking care of them. However,

reported that without using the creatine clearance method

health care workers face heavy workloads and fatigue due

to determine antibiotics levels is inadequate in ICU patients.

to a shortage of manpower in the medical setting. This may

Appropriate dosing of antibiotics was discussed each time

lead to medication errors either due to lack of knowledge or

with the clinicians when the dosage of antibiotics was too

experience, or simply because of human error [17]. Therefore,

high or low. The correction was made only when clinicians

assessments were made to detect and correct medication

were aware of their patients’ creatinine clearance. Similar

error during interdisciplinary surgical rounds including a

corrections were made for medication errors that did not

pharmacist and a nutritionist. Moreover, clinical efficacy of

take creatinine clearance into account when prescribing

interdisciplinary surgical rounds was examined to determine if

drugs with nephrotoxicity. Daily blood tests in the morning

pharmacological interventions led to safer and more accurate

included serum creatinine level, but sometimes doctors missed

treatment.

checking the results as patients’ health condition worsened.

Pharmacological evaluations were made during the surgical
rounds which were held every Tuesday morning. The surgical

Recommendations for dosage adjustments were made in these
cases.

intensivist and pharmacist reviewed nutritional orders as well

Marked mistakes were of frequency of dosing due to writing

as medicinal orders. Main review points for nutritional care

errors. Since these simple mistakes are inevitable despite

were focused on correcting multivitamin, trace elements, and

meticulous care, scrutiny at multiple levels (e.g., primary

total parental nutrition based on electrolyte level or caloric

surveillance by nurses, secondary within a clinical department,

and protein requirements. A separate nutritional round was

and tertiary examination by interdisciplinary rounds) ensures

held every Thursday afternoon including a surgical intensivist,

safe delivery and medicinal administration. Omission errors

a pharmacist, and a nutritionist. The same pharmacist

originating from oblivion also suggests close checks should be

participated in the weekly nutritional rounds. Nutritional

made on a regular basis. On the contrary, redundancy error

corrections were monitored to determine whether the

mostly arose from a lack of understanding of the mechanism of

recommendations from 2 days ago were actually applied to

action and effect of a medicine [26].

the patients. Furthermore, patients eligible for, or already on

These errors are also seen in studies performed in other

enteral feeding were assessed to ensure that their caloric

ICU settings [6,8,26]. The types and frequency of errors are

requirements and supplement nutritional needs were met.

comparable with those observed during this current study.

This study showed that the most common intervention

Even though an exact comparison is not applicable since each

made was the omission of multivitamin or trace element

study classified medication errors differently, the tendency was

prescriptions for people (44 cases) who were on total parenteral

that omission errors followed by dosage errors with minimal

nutrition. It has been reported that residents generally are

difference led to types of errors [6,8,26]. This study was unique

lacking in comprehension about nutrition, especially around

in that nutritional consideration was taken into account when

considerations of essential nutritional requirements other

most studies separated nutrition issues from medication

than the 3 essential nutrients (carbohydrates, protein, and fat)

errors.

necessary for patients who are NPO despite the guidelines

Improvements to better treatment and safer medicinal

available [18-20]. Besides, overnutrition, and undernutrition

delivery can be made through establishing a structured

there were 67 cases where patients’ composition of diet or

network system where healthcare workers can share

total parenteral nutrition was adjusted. Undernutrition was

knowledge and make revisions [27,28]. Firstly, lists of ICU

noted in patients that underwent both enteral feeding (either

mandatory medicine should be defined and made as a

by oral route or nasogastric tube) and supplemental parenteral

prescription bundle. By looking up which medications

nutrition. This revealed that physicians have little knowledge

are necessary, physicians would make less omissions and

of the total number of calories being delivered to the patient

redundancies in prescribing medication. Secondly, mutual

or of the amount of daily required proteins. In case of trace

accessibility between clinical pharmacists and physicians

elements, similar medications were prescribed redundantly

should be made easier. Just as pharmacists report to doctors on
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a regular basis, and when needed, suggest whether medicines
are appropriately administered, better consultations will be
made if physicians have access to pharmacists specialized in
ICU management. Thirdly, the importance and necessity of
ICU pharmacists should be recognized and supported by a
legitimate system, entrusting them to supervise prescription,
administration, and return of medicines.
This study has several limitations to acknowledge. The study
population was selected from only a single surgical ICU from a
single medical center. The interdisciplinary surgical round was
performed for a short period of time (2 hours). Comprehensive
analysis could have been performed if data were collected
both before and after the initiation of interdisciplinary surgical
rounds. Prescription errors were not officially recorded and
collected before April 2017 therefore the study was restricted
to 1 year. Due to lack of manpower, surgical rounds for
prescriptions were performed only once a week. Among many
clinical departments whose patients were admitted to the
surgical ICU, some had the wrong bundle prescriptions that
physicians repeatedly used, and it may have led to multiple
similar interventions. Yet, various corrections were made
through interdisciplinary surgical rounds that ultimately
resulted in an improved quality of treatment and management
of patients.
It is expected that there would be a safer level of care for ICU
patients if interdisciplinary surgical rounds are implemented
more frequently, more medical centers adopt this system,
and if communication between pharmacists and physicians is
encouraged and facilitated based on efficient and systematic
contact program. The significance of interdisciplinary
interventions regarding prescriptions should be acknowledged
in order to establish a system where ICU patients are managed
more carefully.
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